This paper deals with the problem of minimizing the weighted mean flow-time in n/m flow-shop scheduling where no passing is allowed. Analysis, through the adjacent pairwise interchange method, leads to a condition for determining the precedence relation between adjacent jobs. The condition consists of inequalities, the number of which equals the square of the number of machines. An algorithm based on these inequalities is proposed to obtain the optimal or near optimal solution. The numerical examples show that the algorighm can produce a solution which has an average approximation ratio of 91.4 percent over 160 problems. The three factors: the number of jobs, the number of machines and the range of weights do not affect the approximation ratio of the tested problems. The computational time required to obtain a solution through the proposed algorithm is proportional to (the number of jobs) x (the number of machines)2. As a result, the CPU time needed to solve a seven job and six machine problem through TOSBAC 5600/120 is 0.25 sec.
Introduction
There have been many theoretical studies on flow-shop scheduling [1 'V 5, 15, etc.] . The performance measures considered in these papers are mainly concentrated on maximal f10111-time. In the previous paper [8] , we investigated the minimization of mean flow-time in n/m flow-shop scheduling by means of adjacent pairwise interchange method. The paper presented sufficient conditions to decide the precedence relations between adjacent pairwise jobs. On the basis of the conditions, a computational algorithm was proposed for an optimal or near optimal solution. 118 
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The model studied in the paper [8] , however, takes no account of job importance. In many situations, the jobs do not have equal importance. For instance, the earlier due-dates are, and the higher inventory costs are, the jobs should be regarded as more important objects for scheduling. This paper in troduces the weigh ting fac tor "\ to each job (the larger W i' the higher priori ty of job) and deals with the problem of minimization of weighted mean flow-time. A computational algorithm is presented for an optimal or near optimal solution on the basis of adjacent pairwise approach. The efficiency of the algorithm is verified by means of numerical experiment.
Flow-Shop Model
Definition and Notation of the Model
The discussed model can be stated as follows: 1) Let n be the number of jobs to be processed, and ith job in the arbitrary sequence S is denoted by J i where i?:7.,2, .•• ,n. All these jobs are available for processing at time zero.
2) The manufacturing system consists of m different machines which are numbered according to the order of production stage. Let M. be the j thmachine J in the sys tem where j=l, 2, ••. , m. Every machine is continuously available. A machine can process only one job at a time.
3) Every job is completed through the same production stage that is Mi+
operations are sequence-independent and are included in processing times. Hand1-ing times an! assumed to be so 1imi ted that they can be neg1ec ted. 
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6) The same job sequence occurs on each machine; in other words, no passing is allowed in the s.hop. 7) Each job is assigned weight w i according to its importance. • 7
Pi-J,m Pi,m
Performance Measure
The performance measure studied is weighted mean flow-time defined by:
This measure can be redefined as:
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E1imina ting the common terms be tween (3.1) and (3.2) from the each equation, and denoting the remaining, <nP > and <nP'>, respectively, we have: and (3.9) Comparing each term of (3.3) with the corresponding term of (3.4), we
which are to be sufficient conditions for (3.5).
Substituted into (3.7), (3.11) gives (3.12)
The comparison between the respectively corresponding terms of (3.12) gives the following sufficient conditions of (3.7): Working out the recurrence relation (3.15), we have: 
1, 2, ... , m ; t = 1, 2, ... , r).
hold, (3.9) should be satisfied. Moreover, Yueh [15] shows that
is the sufficient condition of (3.21) that is (3.9).
The discussion above has led the sufficient conditions of (3.7), (3.8) and (3.9) individually. Since all of these sufficient conditions have transitive property, the temporary sequence can be induced from each sufficient condition. In the case tha.t all of these temporary sequences are equal to each other, the sequence is the optimal solution for this problem. According to the following algorithm an optimal solution can be produced in this case.
In the usual cases in which all of the temporary sequences do not coincide with one another, a subopti.mal solution can be obtained through the same algorithm.
Considering that (3.5) is composed of the sum of (3.7), (3.8), and (3.9), we make, in the algorithm, a solution by the procedure that calculates the sum of the ordinal numbers according to the temporary sequences. Between two inequalities (3.13) and (3.18) the expressions of the both sides are identical but only the sign of inequality is opposi te. Such is the case between inequalities (3.14) and (3.19) too. 
Algorithm
The algorithm will be explained by solving an example problem listed in Table 1 .
Step Table 2 . Make the temporary sequences in accordanee wi th the non-decreasing order of each row value in Table 2 . Assign an i.nteger to each job according to its order, as shown in TablE! 3. In case more than two jobs have the same value in a row, assign the same integers to them.
Step 2. Make the temporary sequence in whi.ch all jobs satisfy (3.22) for each combination of u and v, using Johnson's Algorithm [5] . Assign an inte:ger to each job as similar to Step 1. The results of this is indicated in Table 4 . This step produces m(m-l)/2 kinds of temporary sequences.
Step 3. Calculate the sum of integers assigned to each job in the Step 1. and 2 as Table 5 . Arrange each job in the nondecreasing order of the total integers. Break a tie by placing jobs with lower original ntnnbers firs t.
Copyright © by ORSJ. Unauthorized reproduction of this article is prohibited. The definition of the approximation ratio, to evaluate the quality of the solution, used in this paper, is different from that often used in previous papers [3, 9, etc.] . Previously, the approximation ratio was simply defined by:
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We defined the approximation ratio as:
where b is the value of worst pqssible solution [8] . This ratio contains the optimal and the worst value of performance measure so as to reach 0% in case the obtained solution coincides with the worst one, and 100% in case the obtained solution coincides with the optimal one.
Computational Experience
In order to verify the efficiency of the algorithm, the example problems composed of 4 ~ 7 jobs and 4 ~ 6 machines are solved through the proposed algorithm and the solutions are evaluated by approximation ratio n 2 . Table 6 shows the results of this evaluation together with n l for references. The processing times in the example problems are distributed uniformly between 1 and 99, and the weights assigned to jobs are distributed uniformly between 1 and 10 or 1 and 40. The optimal and worst solutions to calculate n 2 were obtained from complete enumeration method. The results of Table 6 indicate that the average approximation ratio n 2 is 91.4% and that none of the three fac:tors, the number of jobs, the number of machines, and the range of weights affect the average approximation ratio for the tested problems. The minimal approximation ratio becomes larger as the number of jobs and the number of machines increase. Table 7 shows the mean computational times of TOSBAC-5600/l20 required to obtain a solution through the proposed algorithm and complete enumeration, respectively. Little time variation o.:curs in solving the problem which has the same job number and machine number, through both methods. The structure of the algorithm should lead the computational times to be proportional to (the number of jobs) x (the number of machines)2.
The number of machines, which affects the computational time quadratically, has an upper limitation practically, for it coincides with the number of operations needed to complete a job in a flow-shop. Data from an actual machining shop indicate that over ninety-five percent of jobs are produced through the operation stages less than 11 [7] . Although the number of jobs becomes considerably large in practical shop, the computational time of the algorithm goes up just line.arly with the number of jobs. The discussion above shows that the algorithm is much effective than general purpose optimizing techniques such as B. & B. method [14] or D.P. [6] from the viewpoint of computational times.
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130 s. Miyazaki and N. Nishiyama The required memory capacity should never become a major limitation in executing the algorithm, as it needs only 68K for solving a 1000 job and 25 machine problem.
Conclusion
In this paper, we dealt with the minimization of weighted mean flow-time problem in n/m flow-shop scheduling. A computational algorithm was proposed through an adj acent pairwisE~ approach. In order to evaluate the quali ty of the solution, we used the nE~ approximation ratio n 2 derived from the discussion of the previous approximation ratio n l . The algorithm produces the solution which has 91.4% of average approximation ratio n 2 . The computational time for the algorithm is proportional to (the number of jobs) x (the number of machines) 2. As a result, the CPU time needed to solve a seven job and six machine problem through TOSBAC 5600/120 is below 0.3 sec. Memory capacity should never be the maj or rE!S tric tion on solving prac tical problems.
